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Spider ® Shelving System

Versatile solutions for your individual storage needs. ”

With its quick assembly and sturdy construction, the Spider® Shelving System is the
most complete and versatile system on the market.
It is the only system that allows efficient storage of small, medium and large parts
storage in the same unit by combining industrial shelving, Mini-racking and drawers
in shelving.
As it is designed for intensive use, the system can be used to its full potential in your
warehouse, parts department, maintenance workshop, distribution center, and much
more.

Spider® Industrial Shelving

R5XEE-2008

Spider® Mini-racking

An extremely versatile structure to which
a wide range of accessories can be
added.

The steel beams are designed for several types of decking: steel, wire mesh
and wood.

Assembly is simple: shelves are installed
on the posts using 4 compression clips in
14 gauge steel.

Load capacity up to 1925 lb.
Beams hook onto the front of the
posts ensuring a sturdy structure and
assembly in just minutes.

Perforations on the post at every 1 c/c
for easy and fast shelf ajustments.

Common post for Mini-racking and
industrial shelving.

Standard load capacity can reach
800 lb. depending on dimensions and
1100 lb. by adding reinforcements.
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Open and closed shelving available.

Shelving Accessories
Here are some of the possibilities.

Doors

Spool Support

Louvered Panel

Partial Divider

Perforated Panel
and Hooks (5S)

Vertical
Security Bar

Doors with lock
open 180°.

Rod ¾ diameter, compatible with most spools.

Quick assembly
without tools.

Installs easily without
nuts or bolts.

Panels offered for sides
and back of shelving.

Glass or solid doors
offered.

Design allows for
pivoting of rod to facilitate
changing spools.

Compatible with all
brands of plastic bins with
hanger lip sold on the
market.

Innovative patented
divider, facilitates easy
position changes.

Different hooks for
hanging accessories and
tools.

Can be used
as a gang lock
for drawers
on shelving
using a key or
a padlock.

Glass door made of
impact resistant
polycarbonate.

Vinyl decal enables
fast identification of
items (5S).

Easy hook-on
assembly.

A shelving system designed to evolve at the same pace as your business.

Combining Shelving, Mini-racking and Drawers

By installing Rousseau modular drawers in your storage unit combined with Mini-racking, both
bulk and high-density storage can be installed in the same unit.
The common post is the cornerstone of the structure. Its unique T-shape provides up to 7 fixing
zones for different applications. Plus, its hollow center enables installations without
interference.

R5XEC-2004

Multi-Level Shelving
Lack of space? Before building on an addition, think
about Rousseau multi-level shelving. It allows you to
increase efficiency by using the space you already
have to the maximum in height, width and depth.

Recoverable
space

Standard
shelving

Catwalk
mezzanine

High-rise

Deck-over
shelving

Record Storage
With the Rousseau record
storage system, wasted
space is a thing of the past.
Our specially constructed
shelving system was
designed with the popular
sizes of record storage
boxes in mind.
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Since 1950 Rousseau has been designing, engineering and
manufacturing modular storage systems for a variety of markets. Our 173 000 square foot facility, a sign of our growth and
vitality, is equipped with cutting edge technology.
We offer a complete and integrated solution for all of your storage needs: drawers for shelving and cabinets, industrial shelving, Mini-racking, workstations, toolboxes and more.
Visit us at www.rousseaumetal.com for all the details.
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Standard Colors
The colors may differ slightly from those illustrated.
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Rousseau is continuously improving its products and reserves
the right to make any modifications judged necessary.

For more information, please contact your local distributor :
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